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ERRATA 
In the paper "Continuum Energy Distributions of Quasars: Shapes and Origins" by D. B. Sanders, E. S. Phinney, G. Neuge-
bauer, B. T. Soifer, and K. Matthews (Ap. J., 347, 29 [1989]), an error resulted in the reversal of Figures la and lb. In addition, the 
legends for Figures 5 and 6 were reversed, and the phrase "an infrared excess" in the next to last sentence in § VIia should be 
changed to "a UV excess." 
In the paper" Hot Degenerates in the MCT Survey. I. MCT 0130-1937, a New, Color-selected PG 1159 Object" by S. Demers, 
F. Wesemael, M. J. Irwin, G. Fontaine, R. Lamontagne, S. 0. Kepler, and J. B. Holberg (Ap. J., 351, 271 [1990]), an accidental shift 
of the grating during the observation has led to the assignment of an erroneous wavelength scale in the blue part of Figure 4. We 
reproduce below the corrected version of this figure. 
Because of this error, two of our earlier wavelength assignments are erroneous: the strong feature previously located near 5290 A, 
identified as 0 VI in absorption, is in fact He II .A.5411-whose absence in the earlier reduction had puzzled us (see § III). The 
unidentified feature near 5385 A is now located at 5470 A and is most likely the C IV 7-10 transition observed in PG 1159-035. We 
are most grateful to K. Werner and S. Jordan for pointing out this error to us. 
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FIG. 4.-Red CCD spectrum of MCT 0130-1937 at 7 A resolution. The He 11 A.5411 and A.6562 features, as well as the C IV A.5470 and U5801, 5812 lines, are 
indicated. The unidentified feature near 5885 A is also marked. All lines present appear in absorption, and there is no evidence, at this resolution, for central emission 
reversals in any of them. 
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